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A great deal of discussion about freedom in the People’s Republic of China has proceeded on certain assumptions about the role of the state and about law’s place in helping define it. At the heart of these assumptions is the idea that the cause of freedom in China will best be advanced through the state’s retrenchment and a concomitant ceding of power to non-state actors, particularly with respect to economic and social matters. This notion is perhaps most obvious in calls for the promotion of greater economic freedom via both the “privatization” of state owned enterprise and an increasing reliance on market forces, but it also informs the view that such measures are or soon will be leading to a marked growth in political freedom. And it undergirds the conviction of most observers that what is termed the rise of civil society will perforce enhance personal freedom in China. As the noted Chinese scholar Liu Junning observed in a recent essay extolling Hayek, “almost all of those who shape public opinion in China are liberals [as] classical liberalism now dominates China’s intellectual landscape.”

Law occupies a prominent position in this vision, being increasingly seen in both academic and policy circles as critical to the attainment for Chinese of fuller economic, political, and social freedoms. In part, the prominence accorded law is attributable to its perceived potential, however imperfectly realized to date in the PRC, to facilitate the above described transfer of power from state to society by limiting the spheres of life over which the former has authority and providing constraints as to the manner in which such authority is to be exercised. No less importantly, law is extolled for the vital role it has to play, once the state has receded, in establishing the proverbial “level playing field” on which a new society is to be grounded. In contrast to the avowedly political and highly particularistic manner in which the Chinese state historically reached into citizens’ lives, law is commended for being facilitative, rather than determinative, providing a neutral framework through which citizens, each endowed with the same rights and each entitled to invoke the uniform procedural protection that formal adjudication is intended to provide, may work things out for themselves.

There are, to be sure, highly compelling reasons why one might so approach the study of contemporary China. At the most obvious level, the horrors of the period immediately following the Great Leap Forward (in which perhaps as many as 20 to 30 million people died) or of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (in which untold millions suffered) — not to mention on-going abuses of basic human rights — provide powerful support for the notion of a sharply circumscribed state. But the rationale for such an approach transcends the fifty-year history of the PRC. The manner, for example, in which the Chinese state, over thousands of years, has distinguished among
individuals on the basis of characteristics (such as gender, age, familial relationship, and class background) beyond their control enhances the attractiveness of seemingly clear-cut rules that in aspiring to apply uniformly to all, by definition, limit the state’s capacity to distinguish among citizens. And the broader temper of the era in which we live, especially since the collapse of Communism as an ideology, would seem to buttress the claims of those inclined to believe that the “end of history” is or should be bringing with it the deserved withering away of a state that as a matter of course would intervene in the lives of its citizens.\textsuperscript{5}

Compelling though the rationale for a drastically circumscribed role for the Chinese state may be, they do not provide us with a sufficiently nuanced metric for thinking about freedom in the PRC. Without slighting the values to which this vision speaks, we need soberly to confront difficult questions regarding our definition of freedom, the place of even a scaled-back state in ensuring basic freedoms, the interplay between different types of freedom, trade-offs between freedom and other fundamental values, and the ways in which even the most seemingly neutral of rules intended to do no more than structure autonomous decision-making, may shape outcomes and have an impact on freedom. This chapter uses debates leading up to the revision of China’s Marriage Law on April 28, 2001 to examine the complexity of freedom in the PRC; a comparable inquiry might well be conducted regarding the role of the state and place of law in constructing a market economy or in establishing civil society.\textsuperscript{6}

The debates surrounding the revision of China’s Marriage Law provide an intriguing vehicle through which to examine the “making of modern freedom” in China for a number of reasons. Most significantly, in addressing such issues as the ease with which divorce is to be granted and the legal foundation for outlawing extramarital relations, they raise vexing questions of a very fundamental nature about the meaning of freedom. How, for instance, are we to assess the impact on freedom of a tightening of divorce requirements that are intended to protect the interests of some of the weakest actors in Chinese society (women, especially from the countryside, of limited economic means and often minimal literacy or less)\textsuperscript{7} but that by definition limit the choices of others while increasing the involvement of the state in the most intimate of relations? Is individual freedom better enhanced through a conception of marriage principally as a bond between two individuals or as situated in a broader societal setting — and how germane to such deliberations is either the manner in which marriage was thought of historically or the profound social dislocation and the thorough-going recasting of the state’s role in the provision of basic social services that mark the PRC today? What are the implications for freedom of the growing tendency to anchor citizen participation and avenues of redress in a rhetoric of individual rights and formal legal processes, rather than group interests and
administrative solutions as articulated through quasi-governmental bodies such as the All China Women’s Federation? And how, in weighing any of these alternatives, is one fully to account for the staggering corruption, monetary and otherwise, that seemingly pervades all PRC institutions?8

Beyond their significance with respect to the marital context, the foregoing questions raise yet broader themes pertinent to our consideration of freedom in China more generally. They push us, for example, to think about matters such as tensions between state paternalism and individual choice (and with it the value of participation, however inexpert), the interplay between community (however defined) and individual autonomy in the realization of freedom, the relationship between the generality to which “modern” law is said to aspire and particularity (of the type guanxi is said to embody), and the implications of a society such as China, with thousands of years of history, experiencing in less than a generation industrialization and associated changes that took a century in Europe.

That issues surrounding marriage illuminate yet larger systemic inquiries regarding China is fitting when one considers the central role that family has long played in Chinese life. It was, as the Confucian Analects recognized, not only the prime social institution itself, but also both the principal nexus through which individuals might define and cultivate their own virtue at the micro level and the foundation of and organizing metaphor for the world at the macro level. This centrality was mirrored in the li the ethical precepts/rules intended to structure life as well as in imperial law (from at least the Han dynasty onward) with its intense focus on reinforcing family both internally and vis-à-vis others through a variety of differential penalties and privileges. And it has been well appreciated by those who, in more recent times, have sought to transform China more generally, as evidenced by the ways in which the leaders of the Taiping Tianguo9, the May Fourth Movement10, and the early Chinese Communist Party11 all saw a reconception of family as interwoven with the broader political changes they sought. Indeed, it was not coincidental that the first major law promulgated by the PRC was the Marriage Law of 195012 and that many of the PRC’s most epochal undertakings of its first half century (of which it has had more than its share) — such as land reform, communization, the one child policy, the Cultural Revolution and Dengist rural economic reform — have demonstrated the centrality of family to politics and vice versa.

The debates regarding revision of the Marriage Law also warrant our attention for a seeming paradox they present. At one level, they represent the most open and extensive public conversation in the history of the PRC, engaging citizens across the nation who had in most instances not previously been involved in deliberations concerning freedom. And yet, as vigorous and candid as these debates have been, the platforms from which the chief protagonists spoke and the range of
alternatives envisioned in them suggest the ways in which constraints on fundamental political freedoms continue to limit the ways in which other forms of freedom are considered.

This chapter has four sections. Part I briefly sketches profound changes underway in Chinese society from the conclusion of the Cultural Revolution in order to provide the background from which the debates commencing in the mid 1990s regarding revision of the Marriage Law emerged. The next section turns to the debates themselves, tracing both the more sweeping concerns they have evoked and the more seemingly technical legal issues on which attention has principally been centered. Part III offers an overview of changes enacted in the Law by the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (NPC) on April 28, 2001 while the concluding section seeks to illuminate lessons that these debates may suggest about freedom in modern China and law’s role therein.

I
The Context

No institution has experienced the vicissitudes of the political, economic, and social changes that have marked the PRC’s first half century more sharply than the family. This may have been most dramatically obvious with respect to the direct challenges posed to “traditional” family life at the time of the foundation of a “new China” on October 1, 1949, in the aftermath of which millions of rural marriages were dissolved, often at the initiative of women.¹³ The communization movement of the 1950s strove to recast the role of rural families while the Cultural Revolution of the late 1960s and early 1970s tore asunder many an urban household. And although the transformations that China has been undergoing since the downfall of the Gang of Four in the mid 1970s have been focused principally on economic development, international engagement and other areas seemingly at a remove from the family, their impact on that institution has in its own way been no less consequential.

At the heart of these changes has been the accelerating breakdown in the face of the market-oriented liberalization of the past two decades of the so-called danwei suoyouzhi (unit based system) in China’s cities and of its rough rural counterpart, the commune system, in the countryside. Although never as uniformly administered as ideology or mystique would have it, the danwei system not only functioned as the “basic organisational form of State-run modern industry” throughout much of the early history of the PRC, but as well “is like one’s parents and one’s family,” wrote one Chinese observer in 1996, in that “it fulfills a range of responsibilities such as arranging work, food,
accommodation, entertainment, political study, pensions [leaving Chinese dependent on it] even in death.” As such, during its heyday, it gave considerable definition to marriage and other dimensions of family life literally from their inception onward through, for example, circumscribing the social (and, to some degree, physical) space within which one was likely to find a spouse and subsequently reside, ensuring that the quality of one’s marriage and any extramarital involvements were likely to be known to those with whom work and residence were shared, limiting exposure to heterodox or even particularly novel ideas (be they regarding gender, pornography, or politics more broadly), and providing the means through which any marital or other familial disputes might be addressed.

The changes ensuing from or associated with the on-going demise of the danwei system are so many and variegated as to defy more than summary treatment here. In some respects, they would appear to pull in distinct, if not contradictory, directions, on the one hand facilitating a re-assertion of practices with pre Communist historical roots while on the other fostering an embrace of what might be described as market oriented modernity (for lack of a better term) -- even as each of these trends shapes the other. So, for example, as communes were dissolved and collective enterprises have faded in importance, the family (albeit chiefly in nuclear form) has re-emerged as the principal unit of economic organization in the countryside, even as the allure of economic opportunity in China’s cities and newly emergent industrial zones has drawn over 100 million Chinese from their rural homes, often leaving behind other family members.

The impact of such changes on the family, as well as on the status of women both within and beyond it, has been considerable. At least in aggregated national terms, the reform era’s prosperity has eased economic burdens, facilitated an increase in life expectancy, and promoted literacy and educational opportunity more generally, even if many such gains have been realized by men and women in differing measure. Together with heightened mobility and substantially greater access to new ideas (regarding, inter alia, gender), these gains have led to what some studies suggest is a greater degree of choice in marital partners (and, to a much lesser extent, in the very decision as to whether or not to enter into the institution of marriage) and what all observers agree has been a growing incidence of divorce.

At the same time, the past quarter century has also witnessed a marked increase in social problems having serious consequences for family and a particularly deleterious impact on women. So it is, for instance, that with a loosening of formerly tight societal strictures and the growing commodification of society, such phenomena as the abduction and sale of women (both for forced marriages and into prostitution), the taking of mistresses, and the coarser side of what Mayfair Yang
terms “consumer sexuality” have, once again, become significant dilemmas, as acknowledged through arrest statistics, legislative efforts, and growing public discussion. This increase in social problems is also tragically evident in what many suggest is a high and perhaps escalating incidence of spousal abuse and family violence and in the PRC’s extraordinary suicide rates, which are not only “about three times the global average” but also mark China as “the only country in the world that reports higher rates of suicide in women than in men” (italics in the original) and are especially prevalent among rural women.

Many women and families have also suffered in other ways. Empowered by economic reform to undertake more of their own personnel decisions, many employers have responded by discriminating against women, often quite explicitly and in open contravention of the law. Government agencies have been among the most notorious offenders, with, for example, 27 of the 42 ministries under the State Council in 1996 indicating that they would not entertain applications for various positions from women, although academic institutions have not been without shortcomings of their own. Wages and promotion for women have typically lagged those of men, who have generally been allowed to work longer and receive more extensive retirement benefits than their female colleagues. Women typically have been among the first laid off as state-owned enterprises have contracted and have often been the ones evicted from company owned housing in the event of divorce, irrespective of who initiated it. Juvenile delinquency seems especially pronounced among broken families. And, at least in some parts of rural China, women who married outside their local villages have to a startling degree found themselves dispossessed upon divorce, with the families into which they married reclaiming the land on which they had been working and living, even in instances where the husband is the one to have sought termination of the marriage.

II
The Debates

The social problems ensuing from these changes have been the subject of substantial and growing concern on the part of official, quasi-official, and other parties, although the solutions proposed — and, indeed, the very definitions of what is problematic and of root causes thereof — have, not surprisingly, varied radically. National leaders have delivered much publicized addresses; the State Council has launched a master plan regarding the development of the PRC’s female citizenry; relatively “traditional” political campaigns have been launched against prostitution, trafficking, and spiritual pollution; international agreements have been ratified and foreign assistance
garnered; and experimentation has been conducted as to ways in which programs with potentially deleterious effects might be altered, even as the state has continued to embrace developmental and other policies that arguably have contributed to the very difficulties at issue. And throughout a small but vibrant collection of scholars and activists have endeavored to make their voices (and alternative perspectives) heard.

Law, typically operating in conjunction with campaigns, has come increasingly to be seen by many in and beyond official circles as a promising instrument through which to address these concerns, although, as will be discussed below, it too, arguably, is not without considerable infirmities. At the national level, the most prominent measures following the passage of the 1980 Marriage Law included the affirmation of the equality of men and women in the 1982 Constitution; the articulation in the 1986 General Principles of the Civil Law of the importance of marital autonomy; the passage in 1992 of the Law on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests; the promulgation of an inheritance law intended to protect the interests of women; and the issuance of an array of laws, regulations, circulars, decisions, and other formal administrative pronouncements focused on the registration of marriages, abductions, and, to a lesser degree, sexual violence. These have spawned complementary measures at the sub-national level, including the enactment of some twenty provincial and municipal provisions regarding domestic violence, in addition to making their impact felt in laojiao (re-education through labor) and other informal administrative practices that have continued to play a role in China’s definition and handling of deviance.

Notwithstanding these steps, however, by the mid 1990s a number of actors, prominent and otherwise, had come to believe that much of the energy therein expended had been directed toward behaviors that, though important, were more symptomatic than causative. It was necessary, they suggested, to confront the institution of marriage itself more directly. And doing so, in turn, it was further contended, could be accomplished only by undertaking thoroughly to revise the Marriage Law of 1980. The debate that ensued was one as much about the broader questions implicated — the meaning of freedom in the marital union, the balancing of state and individual interest in that relationship, and the relative domains of law and morality — as it was about the specific legal issues around which discussion coalesced, namely, the appropriate standard for divorce and the legal foundation for punishing third parties and securing financial redress.

For Wu Changzhen, one of the principal figures in the debate and a professor of law at the China University of Politics and Law long known as an advocate for the interests of women and children, and for many other critics of the Marriage Law of 1980, the tale of the reform era was as much about burgeoning social turmoil as about material development. For all the obvious benefits of
prosperity, it was accompanied by a sharp rise in divorce, spousal abuse, child neglect, and an array of other social problems. Without being overly simplistic about causation, at the heart of these problems, wrote Wu, was a failure of Chinese society properly to understand the meaning of freedom in the marital relationship, if not more generally -- which failure was both mirrored in and perpetuated by the 1980 Law.

Both society and the Law misunderstood freedom, argued another critic, Wu Hong, viewing it principally in absolute terms as a matter of individual preference, as evidenced by the ease with which one spouse might unilaterally obtain a divorce. Freedom ought instead to be seen in more relative terms, given the implications of a decision to terminate a marriage both for weaker parties (typically women and children) and for social stability more generally. The fact, wrote Wu Changzhen, that women accounted for some 70 percent of suicides in China and that among these one half could be tied to problems associated with marriage was chilling both in and of itself and for what it suggested about the condition of Chinese society. The vulnerability of children, suggested Professor Tong Man of the People’s University, provided a powerful example that freedom was relative and needed to be weighed against responsibility. And beyond the family itself, the laxity that had been allowed to creep into marital matters was contributing to the broader decline of social order, some suggested, referring to the fact that officials, particularly in Guangdong, had turned to corruption to support mistresses and second households. It was, therefore, critical that the terms in the 1980 Law pursuant to which divorce might be granted be revised so that law could do its part in promoting the basic dignity, fundamental morality, and social order upon which freedom and civilization itself rested.

Others also expressed concerns about the tenor and implications of the Marriage Law, even if they did not counsel revisions of the law explicitly intended to constrict party autonomy in matters such as divorce. Chinese intellectuals since the May 4th Movement, wrote Professor Zhu Suli of Beijing University’s law faculty, have mistakenly assumed, based on a stereotypic understanding of the West, that the more freedom a society allows in the decision to marry or divorce, the more progressive it is and the more it can be understood as promoting happiness. Actually, argued Zhu, who had spent almost a decade in the United States, western history is a good deal more complicated, by no means suggesting so clear a correlation. The real question for China, instead, is one of how to use freedom responsibly, particularly in view of the likelihood that the profound changes China has been undergoing as it moves from a socialist to a more market oriented nation has left women more vulnerable to exploitation. In such a context, the possibility of divorce becoming more difficult to obtain could, suggested Zhu, have the salutary effect of making those
contemplating marriage more serious about the step they were considering and those already wed more committed to their union. Although less reflective than Zhu, others in the law world mirrored such concerns in contending that society had changed so during the reform era that the 1980 Law no longer was sufficient for the challenges presented by contemporary China.

The efforts of Wu Changzhen and others to advance a conception of the law that they thought protective of the interests of women and of society more broadly did not, however, find universal acclaim. It is simply wrong, argued one group of activists, to situate considerations of freedom with regard to matters such as divorce within a broader societal context. Indeed, in their mind, the 1980 Law really was more one on family than marriage as such, given the inclusion in it of provisions regarding adoption, the child policy, support for elderly parents, and other topics going well beyond the marital unit itself Law, some argued, ought to be used to protect the rights of individuals, rather than to sublimate them to maintain social stability. It was the discovery and nurturing of the individual, after all, that was responsible for so much of the progress that the west has enjoyed, compared to China, since medieval times.\textsuperscript{42} To constrict freedom through steps such as making divorce harder would be to turn back the wheel of history (kai lishi daoche).\textsuperscript{43}

Others echoed this opposition to the position advanced by Wu Changzhen and her colleagues. Professor He Weifang of Beijing University’s law faculty chided Wu’s concern with “third parties” (de san zhe) interfering with marriages by asking rhetorically whether China would be better off if the third party interposing itself between a husband and wife were the government?\textsuperscript{44} “Restricting freedom of divorce,” observed Chen Xinxin of the Chinese Academy of Social Science, “not only violates one’s right of freedom of marriage, but also sends the wrong message for people will not know whether marriage is meant to be one’s private matter or ‘a matter of consequence for the state’” (guojia dashi). At a time when economy and society were moving in the direction of greater self-reliance, how could such “protection,” asked Chen rhetorically, be beneficial for the liberation and development of women? Women (and, for that matter, even men) would be better served if the law instead encouraged people to take responsibility for their own affairs.\textsuperscript{45} Moreover, continued Chen, while law undoubtedly possesses the capacity to make divorce harder, was there any reason to believe that it can bring happiness to those stuck within an unhappy marriage? Is there not, wrote Professor Deng Weizhi of Shanghai, a danger in overemphasizing the problems some have in marriage and so altering the law in ways that would produce difficulties for many more?\textsuperscript{46}

Still others took a more sociological focus. Li Yinhe, a prominent US-trained sociologist heading the Marriage and Family Research Office at the Chinese Academy of Social Science, argued that far from always being something to be dreaded, divorce might in some situations be desirable,
not only freeing unhappy individuals from an unfortunate union but sparing their children the prospect of growing up in acrimonious households. Others suggested that, contrary to the fears expressed by Wu Changzhen and company, China was not, in fact, experiencing a wave of divorce that was aberrant on an international standard, but was simply responding as had other societies as they underwent industrialization and urbanization. Yet others took issue even with the basic link between familial and social stability, suggesting that whatever problems China might be facing in the latter regard had yet additional rationale. And, although less caught up in reform of the marriage law itself, still others used the occasion of these debates to raise even more fundamental questions about the capacity of a state so set, consciously or otherwise, in patriarchal values and practices to produce and sustain marital or other social institutions — or even conceptions of gender — that could foster genuine respect and a rich and full sense of equality.

Beyond these general considerations, the debate centered around a number of more concrete issues. Two of the more noteworthy concerned the question of the legal foundation of marriage itself and the appropriate standard for divorce.

Controversy over the legal foundation of marriage came into particular focus with respect to the question of the basis for punishing extramarital relationships and for providing compensation for abandoned spouses. To advocates of revision, the need for action in this area was starkly apparent. Not only was the nation’s divorce rate growing, but increasingly, extramarital involvement, which could take the form of so-called “second wives” (bao er nai) or more casual relations, was implicated as a prime cause. An extensive study by Beijing University’s Research Center for Women and Law concluded that extramarital affairs were responsible for at least one in ten of all divorces, while less academically oriented surveys suggested that adultery might be a factor in as many as one half of all divorces. Along with this, there was evidence of husbands simply refusing to reach appropriate pecuniary settlements with abandoned spouses, particularly in instances where the wife had remained in the family’s rural home while the husband had achieved some measure of financial success elsewhere or taken on an entire new family or in situations where the husband had taken a new wife to avail himself of a loophole in the one child policy (which permitted someone remarrying to have a second child).

Monogamy had, for the most part, been a core principle for the Chinese Communist Party from the first laws promulgated in the revolutionary base areas well prior to the foundation of the PRC onward, and one might, therefore, reasonably have assumed that this principle would have precluded polygamous relations of all types. The Marriage Law of 1980, however, unlike its predecessor (and earlier relevant laws) did not state an explicit bar on concubinage (naiqie) or
bigamy — perhaps because by 1980, unlike 1950, concubinage had supposedly been eradicated, while more conventional bigamy was forbidden under the criminal law. By the 1990s, some observers found this omission problematic in view of the social phenomena described above and what they thought to be the excessively narrow parameters of the criminal law (which provided that bigamy would only obtain if the relationship with the third party were registered as an official marriage). Accordingly, they thought it critical that the Marriage Law be amended regarding both bigamy and marital rights and duties more generally. In the former regard, they urged that the Marriage Law contain an expansive definition of bigamy that would include married individuals engaged in on-going sexual relations with someone other than their spouse, even if the second relationship was not officially registered. In the latter, they argued that the Marriage Law should be amended to provide a sharp direct statement of spousal rights and duties that all could understand.

“Morality,” argued Ma Jijun of Beijing University, “in our current society no longer adequately restrains behavior,” with the result that reliance on it alone may have the ironic result of “actually encouraging bad conduct and a neglect of the harm that victims are suffering.” Law is needed, suggested Wu Changzhen, to buttress morality, as well as complement administrative sanctions and Communist Party discipline. Law may not be able to infuse a marriage with genuine affection, but law certainly had the capacity to foster “sincerity in the husband-wife relationship” by establishing minimum requirements of “equality and mutual respect” and by explicitly outlawing “infidelity.” Toward that end, Wu Changzhen, Yang Dawen, and others of like mind produced a 157-article draft revised law.

Revising the 1980 Law along these lines, suggested advocates, would provide dual benefits. In a positive vein, it would crystallize the rights and duties spouses owed one another, thereby exerting what Wu Changzhen terms a “directional influence” in the sense of promoting sounder behavior and serving as a deterrent to those who might otherwise easily be swayed. And for those not so amenable to the high road, it would provide a strong legal foundation for injured parties seeking compensation from those whose actions caused harm, ending in divorce which would be in keeping with the tenor of China’s broader economic reforms in its emphasis on individual economic responsibility. After all, if the civil law could call on parties entering contracts to act in “good faith,” noted Professor Long Yifei of the People’s University, why not include a right to and duty of “faithfulness” in the marriage law. Or as Lu Chunhua put it rather more succinctly, “if we can have laws dealing with things like garbage disposal and traffic violations,” surely it is not unreasonable to have rules that would deal with extramarital affairs and the devastating impact they have on families.
Li Yinhe and others greeted these proposals with something close to derision, offering both philosophical and more practical arguments. In the former vein, the sociologist Qiu Renzhong argued that “law is not a tool to promote particular moral standards. Legal scholars and legislators who want to use the law to punish extramarital relations have fundamentally blurred two distinct spheres — law and morality — and so created [what might be called] legal moralism.” “Legal moralists,” Qiu continued, “do not understand how important the existence of private space is to a modern society. Creativity requires the state to be less involved.”

Indeed, further contended Zhou Xiaozheng, “law is not capable of regulating and therefore should not regulate people’s thoughts and feelings [including] love and sex. Fidelity, extramarital affairs, and the like are issues of one’s belief system and should be resolved by those norms. We should not make a fetish of law, misuse the rule of law, or try to use laws to regulate a domain law is incapable of regulating and so should not regulate!” The case could even be made, suggested Zhou and Wang Jianxun, that sexuality was so fundamental a human freedom that it ought not necessarily to be abridged even by the institution of marriage itself.

The effort to draw the state into the regulation of personal life through the outlawing of extramarital affairs and the establishment of a right of compensation also would not work at a practical level, argued Li Yinhe. This, after all, was not exactly something new in Chinese life. Chinese authorities had, for instance, involved themselves in a range of intimate matters during the Cultural Revolution with dreadful results. At present, adultery and associated activities were so prevalent that it was simply not realistic to assume that law could restrain them, she further contended, quoting a Chinese proverb to the effect that law can not punish if too many people are involved (fa bu ze zhong). Moreover, even if such a law could be enforced, it might well have a number of unintended undesirable consequences. One, for example, might be to make people more reluctant to get married in the first place, given the heavy legal responsibilities marriage would carry. A second might be to increase the anxiety levels of people once married by encouraging the collection of “evidence” about possible misbehavior (much as lawyers might build a case). A third might be, ironically, to accentuate China’s growing inequality and commercialization in the sense that an obligation to pay compensation would be far less daunting to the wealthy than to others. And a fourth might be to divert attention from genuine problems in Chinese society, while leaving China yet further behind the modern world.

Relative to the drama surrounding questions of second wives and the relative spheres of morality and law, the issue of the appropriate legal standards for divorce might seem a rather technical one, of interest primarily to lawyers, but as with so many matters that arose during these
debates, it, too, was infused with far broader political and social import. To appreciate this, it is necessary first briefly to review the treatment of this issue over the PRC’s first four decades.

The PRC’s original Marriage Law, a mere twenty odd articles cast in the most general of terms, did not specify a substantive standard for determining whether a divorce should (or should not) be granted. Instead, it only provided a procedural requirement that mediation precede any application for divorce — which had the practical effect of either requiring both parties to agree to the marriage’s termination or, if they did not agree, of leaving it to the state (whether through local political authorities or, less often, the local judiciary) to determine at its discretion whether the marriage should continue. The state, in turn, freely exercised this discretion, first encouraging divorce in what all major observers have termed an extraordinary break with the past and then seeking sharply to discourage it “in the wake of the 1953 marriage law reform campaign,” with the result that although there were more than one million divorces that year, it would prove to be “a number that we would not see again until 1997.” But whether seeking to promote or to constrain divorce, the state was driven by the imperatives of building a new Chinese state, concerned in the former instance with uprooting traditional hierarchies and freeing women from oppressive marriages (generally not formed of free will) and in the latter with halting what came to be seen (correctly or not) as an undue erosion of social stability.

The sharp turns in the state’s early policy toward divorce prompted an energetic debate among Chinese experts over the course of the 1950s, culminating during the One Hundred Flowers Movement and subsequent Anti-Rightist Movement, as to the degree to which the basis for divorce (and, indeed, marriage itself) should be understood in material, rather than more personal, terms. Some experts, such as the scholar Han Youtong, acknowledged the importance of broader structural concerns such as the elimination of vestigial feudalism, but also argued that emotions mattered and that it should therefore be possible for parties to secure a divorce in the event of a mutual alienation of affection. Others, such as Liu Yunxiang, countered that taking affection into account only served to accentuate lingering bourgeois tendencies and urged that in a Marxist state divorce should only be granted on material grounds if, for example, “one party...seriously violates communist ethics...or commits other crimes.” This tension is poignantly portrayed in the novel Waiting in which the protagonist, the army doctor Lin Kong, returns to his native village annually over an eighteen year period in the hope of securing an end to his arranged marriage to Shuyu so that he might marry a nurse with whom he had fallen in love, only to be rebuffed by the local authorities who tell him “you are a revolutionary officer [who] should be a model. What kind of model have you become? A man who doesn’t care for his family and loves the new and loathes the old... Do you deserve your green
uniform and the red star on your cap?"  

The frustrations engendered by the materialist approach, together with the baleful impact of the Cultural Revolution on marriage, spurred efforts in the late 1970s to revise the Marriage Law in a manner that might take fuller account of matters of the heart in divorce. One major consequence was the elimination of the requirement that mediation precede divorce and its replacement in the 1980 Law with Article 25 which provided that the courts “should” (yinggai) grant a divorce upon finding that a marriage had “broken down emotionally” (ganqing que yi polie). This was designed both to establish a new substantive standard for divorce and, as a procedural matter, to empower either party to assert that the marriage no longer was tenable.

The 1980 Law was, indeed, followed by a marked increase in divorce, although so much has been in flux in Chinese life generally since that time that there may be some artificiality in attributing this upward spiral principally to this Law. The very vagueness of the standard contained in the Law, however, soon proved troubling to some members of the judiciary, many of whom had assumed their posts during Beijing’s rapid expansion of the legal system with little formal legal training and no experience in dealing with contentious family matters. What, after all, constituted a breakdown of emotions, especially if the two parties disagreed as to the condition of and prospects for their marriage? To resolve such questions, the Supreme People’s Court exercised its authority to issue judicial interpretations, promulgating a number of rulings, including, most notably, a 1989 “opinion” (yijian) identifying fourteen different situations in which a breakdown of emotion might be said to have occurred.

These efforts did not, however, resolve lingering questions regarding the standard for divorce embodied in the 1980 Law. Concerned observers argued that the focus on “emotion” encouraged too casual an attitude toward marriage, accentuating, as it did, the feelings of the husband and, less often, the wife, to the neglect of broader familial and societal responsibilities, from which some concluded that divorce on the grounds of unilateral intentional alienation of affection should be strictly restricted. In the words of the moral philosopher Ding Qiong, “divorce should be the last resort in handling bad marriages instead of a sorry escape from marital responsibility.” Some further contended that “the breakdown of emotion” constituted an oddly inappropriate standard by which to determine whether to terminate a marriage, given the relative unimportance of emotional considerations in the decisions of many Chinese to marry. And some, such as Professor Yang Dawen of the People’s University law faculty, one of the few men to have long worked on questions of marriage law, took a more formally legalistic bent, suggesting that whatever the independent merits of Article 25 as originally drafted and of the Supreme Court’s subsequent efforts at clarification, the
two were simply incompatible, as many of the fourteen illustrations cited by the court in its 1989 opinion, such as “physical inability to consummate the marriage” and the prolonged, unexplained absence of one’s spouse, dealt chiefly with concerns other than the emotional. In the end, Yang and many others in law circles argued, China would be better served were the standard converted from that of the “breakdown of emotion” to one of the “breakdown of the marital relationship (hunyin guanxi polie).”

The reaction against this proposal was strong. Perhaps as few as three out of every ten Chinese marriages, conceded Xia Zhen of the Shanxi People’s Congress Standing Committee, were love unions (aiqing hunyin), but it was for that very reason that Article 25 of the 1980 Law had been adopted. The “breakdown of emotion” standard, Xia suggested, provided women who had been coerced into unfree, loveless marriage with a legitimate rationale for escape and affirmed freedom of marriage, as well as of divorce. And whatever difficulties law professors might say they had with the standard, the laobaixing, argued Li Zhongfang and others, clearly had come over the twenty years since its adoption to understand and accept it. Indeed, some observers said, rumors that the standard might be toughened were responsible for generating a modest upsurge in divorces, for fear that the opportunity to end a marriage might subsequently be narrowed.

Others suggested what they saw as powerful additional reasons to retain the standard set forth in the 1980 Law. The re-emergence during the 1990s of such “feudal” practices as the buying of brides made it all the more imperative to re-affirm the place of the free will represented in the idea of emotion. Moreover, even if undertaken principally to clarify the Law, detailed criteria of the type represented in the Supreme Court’s fourteen point opinion of 1989 had the effect of re-introducing ideas of fault into divorce decisions and so, unwittingly or otherwise, shifting the balance of decision making power away from citizens and toward the state. This not only represented a diminution of freedom, but ran contrary to the lessons of world history, whether one’s principal focus was the west or the former Soviet Union. In the words of Li Yinhe, it was simply “regressive.”

III
The Law

The events culminating in the revision of the 1980 Marriage Law illustrate well the difficulty of efforts to characterize the law-making process in the PRC as one largely driven by society or as one predominantly dictated by the state. Given the depth and breadth of feeling that discussion of possible revisions of the Law evoked and given the way in which that passion helped move the
Marriage Law to the fore notwithstanding its initial placement in the second tier of proposals in the NPC’s 1998-2003 five year legislative plan, it would be misleading to see the particular Law that did finally emerge as pre-ordained by China’s leadership. At the same time, however, given the central role played in framing these issues by intellectuals affiliated with the Party-state and by the All China Women’s Federation, the officially authorized vehicle for matters concerning women, and given the ways in which the state apparatus did eventually come legislatively to cabin the energies unleashed by this debate, it would also be erroneous to treat the Marriage Law as a pure expression of civil society. In the end, as with so much else in Chinese law making, this Law bears the imprint of a complex interplay of the Party-state, governmentally organized non-governmental organizations, a state-sanctioned elite speaking on behalf of society, and society itself more broadly working through institutions that bear some, but by no means all, of the key indicia of legislative processes of liberal democratic states.

If China’s senior leadership was initially relatively inattentive to possible revision of the Marriage Law, by virtue of being focused upon more avowedly political and economic concerns (and, one suspects, because it may have been inclined to see the topic as principally concerning women’s issues), that was to change as controversies of the type discussed here grew in national prominence during the late 1990s. The political leadership, which had not previously displayed any particular concern about the Law’s revision, ultimately sought to play a role in the shaping of the All China Women’s Federation’s final position, facilitated, it was suggested by a Federation activist who had hoped for a law more protective of women’s interests, by the fact that Peng Peiyun, head of the Federation and herself a long-term high-level cadre, was married to Wang Hanbin, who had previously been deputy head of the NPC’s Standing Committee and who remains important in Party circles. And so it was that Li Peng, head of the NPC and former premier, chose personally to preside over Standing Committee discussions of proposed amendments to the Law which included an unusual joint convening of six panels of NPC members who were not on the Standing Committee but had potentially relevant expertise and an invitation to the general public to express its views that resulted in some 4,000 letters regarding the draft legislation.

Perhaps not surprisingly, given the controversy that marked the foregoing debates and that also found expression in its own deliberations, the Standing Committee endeavored to effect compromise or leave issues open where possible. Further commending this posture was the Committee’s awareness that the Supreme People’s Court, through the vehicle of judicial interpretations, and the National People’s Congress, through its on-going work on an overall civil code, might in the future be able to fill in any gaps that compromise might leave. So it was that a
revised law, adopted by a vote of 127 to one with some seven abstentions, emerged. With respect to the marital relationship, the Committee turned aside the 157-article draft prepared by Wu and her colleagues that would have vested spouses with a detailed panoply of rights even as it moved to amend the law more substantially than was desired by Li Yinhe and others concerned about encroachments on individual autonomy. The result is a mixture of general, almost hortatory language regarding the marital relationship with a more modest number of legal actionable measures, not all of which are fully spelt out. So, for example, as urged by Wu and others, the Law added the specific requirement that “husband and wife shall be faithful to and respect each other” but fails to indicate whether less dramatic though widespread behavior short of bigamy and the like (such as extended or serial adultery) might suffice as grounds for divorce (save for whatever implication one might read into the drafters’ decision to reject the proposal that such adultery be equated with bigamy). Similarly, the revised Law stakes out new ground in becoming the first piece of national legislation to address domestic violence, going so far as to provide a right for its victims to seek compensation. It does not, however, define critical terms such as “domestic violence,” “cohabitation,” or “bad habits.” Additionally, it seems to suggest that a person being abused should first request that her neighborhood committee or work unit seek to dissuade the abuser or conduct mediation with him and should only turn to public security organs in the event of “ongoing domestic violence.”

Or, to take another example, the revised Law goes well beyond its predecessors in identifying property and associated rights but states these in quite general terms. It calls, for example, for a recognition of the rights of both spouses in “household-based lands,” and indicates that the “greater duties that [a spouse] has fulfilled in the past in bringing up children, waiting on elders, and assisting the work of the other party” may result in a right to compensation. And it speaks of the possibility of a variety of other payments between divorcing parties — including “appropriate assistance if one party meets difficulties in life,” alimony, support, and compensation for losses occasioned by desertion, among other actions, but provides no real guidance as to the particular circumstances in which different types of payments might be required.

The treatment of the issue of the standard for divorce also reflects the Committee’s desire to find a middle ground. Divorce, indicates Article 19, “shall be granted if it is both the man and the woman’s own free will [to do so].” Indeed, the importance of free will is underscored, no doubt because of the resurgence in the countryside of involuntary wedlock (objectionable to those sides of the debates recounted in this chapter), with new measures that spare the need in such situation even
to reach the issue of divorce by providing treating such marriages as “invalid from the very beginning.” Yet to the disappointment of Wu Changzhen, Yang Dawen, and others, the Committee chose to retain the much criticized “breakdown of emotion” (ganqing polie) standard, rejecting the opportunity to embrace the more concrete “breakdown of marriage” standard. As if addressing those concerned that the former standard was so vague and subjective as to pose a threat to marital stability, the Committee simultaneously sought to identify, without limiting, prime instances of what might constitute a breakdown of emotion. Thus, in the same Article (32) reiterating the ganqing polie standard, the Committee incorporated four of the thirteen illustrations of such a breakdown that the Supreme People’s Court had identified in its 1989 interpretation of this term while also leaving open the possibility that there might be “other circumstances.”

IV
The Implications

It is too soon to know to what extent the positions advanced in the debates leading up to the Marriage Law’s revision will be vindicated. Early commentary from involved individuals such as Wu Changzhen has been cautious, acknowledging both victories won and areas in which progress remains to be made, but counseling that firm conclusions are not yet in order. The NPC continues to debate the contents of what would be the PRC’s first civil code. And the Supreme People’s Court has issued an interpretation that helps flesh out elements of the revised Law – by giving some content to the term “domestic violence,” indicating that cohabitation is not to be equated with the criminal offense of bigamy, providing that compensation may be warranted for both material and emotional harm, and underscoring the importance of registering marriages.

Lower level courts have accepted a growing number of cases -- including some that are wonderfully dramatic. In one much publicized early case, an urban businesswoman was ordered to provide compensation to the husband she was divorcing. In another, the court sentenced a man to six months in jail for cohabitation in violation of the marriage law without explaining how imprisonment was possible under a civil statute, while in yet another, the court rebuffed a wife’s attempts to introduce her husband’s pet parrot’s utterance as evidence of his infidelity. There does not yet, however, appear to be a clear pattern to cases brought or judgments rendered and, even if such emerges, Chinese courts are, of course, not formally obligated to follow precedent. That it is as yet premature to know the full implications of the amendments made to the PRC’s Marriage Law in late April of 2001, however, ought not to deter us from considering larger lessons regarding the
meaning of freedom suggested by the debates that led up to those revisions.

Consider, for instance, the question of the role of the state. As suggested in the introduction to this chapter, the idea that the ceding by the state of power to non-state actors in the economic and social spheres in itself advances freedom in China undergirds much pertinent scholarship, both Chinese and western. The controversies surrounding revision of the 1980 Marriage Law usefully expand the horizons of those discussions by highlighting tensions that may exist between various forms or conceptions of freedom and between freedom and other values, such as equality and dignity, that are not only important themselves, but are also arguably crucial to the attainment of freedom itself. For example, few would dispute that China has made substantial strides over the past twenty years toward greater economic, social, and (even to a modest degree) political freedom, at least in a classically liberal sense. The argument could, however, be made that these gains have had significant attendant costs in terms of the more societally-oriented definition of freedom advanced by persons such as Wu Changzhen or, if one were to eschew Wu’s definition, in terms of the degree of more conventionally understood freedoms enjoyed by many citizens, including, in particular, women and children. But even if one were here loathe to employ the language of freedom to describe the cost side of the equation (for fear of using the term so capiously as to diminish its utility), fairness dictates that we take account of the baleful, as well as the positive, consequences of the reform era, again especially as concerns the more vulnerable members of society.

This is not to deny that there is an appeal to the arguments by Li Yinhe and her allies. Their profound distrust of a patriarchal Party-state that long exercised a heavy, if not brutal, shaping hand in procreative and other vital decisions is hard to gainsay, especially for those of us who have not had to live with such constraints. We would do well, however, to heed the concerns that other Chinese feminists have raised, directly or otherwise, about assumptions of society’s benevolence and from this, to be mindful of the perhaps singular capacity of the state to curb private abuses of power and structure an environment in which freedom might be widely enjoyed. This point may be relatively readily apparent when one considers practices such as trafficking in human beings or, less dramatically, widespread gender discrimination that not only have re-emerged but, imbued with the rampant commercialism of the age, have gathered considerable force and for which Chinese society, at least so far, has yet to generate any answers. It also, however, has analogues beyond marriage, family, and gender. There is, for instance, little evidence that the rampantly corrupt doling out of state assets will be stemmed or that the economic freedoms of the vast majority of the Chinese people (including labor which is not free to organize in any meaningful way) will be advanced through reliance on the market and civil society alone, as these are now structured in China.
There has been a tendency on the part of many, particularly in the West, to see law as offering a way around such dilemmas for China — in the sense of providing rules through which citizens might bind both the state and society — with the more pronounced proponents of such views going so far as to argue that legal reform is now the lynchpin to the realization of fuller political and economic freedom.\textsuperscript{104} At one level, the debates around which this chapter revolves would seem to offer confirmation for propositions regarding law’s potential — why, otherwise, would intelligent people have waged so intense a struggle over possible revision of the marriage law. And yet the same debates are also suggestive of how the very nature of law poses serious questions about its capacity to fill the full role that many would have it play in China’s transformation.

Those who advocated significantly amending the Marriage Law, for example, appear not to have appreciated fully the tension between their larger objectives and the methods they sought to deploy to attain those ends. Their call, when addressing the issue of the appropriate standard for divorce, for a shift in emphasis from marriage as primarily a matter for two people, either as individuals or as a unit, toward a fuller consideration of its broader societal ramifications, seems difficult to reconcile with their campaign sharply to remake marriage in terms of legal rights and duties. After all, even if intended chiefly to serve broader societal ends, the articulation of rights — particularly to the detailed degree stressed by Wu Changzhen — tends to accentuate the individual as rights holder, rather than the collective.

The emphasis on formal rights also seems likely to feed into the PRC government’s more general efforts to emphasize the official legal system and in particular, courts, at the expense of quasi-official or even less formal means for redressing problems (such as those employed by the All China Women’s Federation).\textsuperscript{105} Lawyers, particularly outside large cities, have not been much involved in divorce litigation.\textsuperscript{106} Nor does it seem likely that they soon will be, especially for cases involving poorer people in the countryside. Indeed, even if they were inclined to take such cases, it is hard to imagine country practitioners (of whom there are not many, given the concentration of China’s legal profession in the cities) bringing successful actions against husbands resident in China’s cities (given the strong element of local protectionism in Chinese courts and the difficulty of securing enforcement of judgments by courts from other jurisdictions). In the meantime, there is a risk that the Federation — for all its limitations, being poised between state and society, and lacking major political clout and large numbers of highly trained professionals — may find its role as a readily available and highly familiar outlet for both the collective and individual problems of rural women diminished by virtue of this new emphasis on formal rights. To be sure, the Federation has responded to this shift in direction by moving to build up its legal advice section. Considering,
however, that these fledgling efforts do not compare with the way in which the Federation has, in its more traditional social service role, blanketed the country and considering also the sharp limits on American style impact litigation in China, there seems little prospect of the Federation through more formal legal means being able to reach the numbers it now serves as an informal advocate. And even should women gain greater access to the formal legal process, be it via the Federation or otherwise, there is the need to be cognizant of the ways in which the language of rights has the potential to be captured by the powerful, particularly when the political and judicial institutions that will be administering those rights suffer from problems of the very type that the law is meant to address (as would appear to be the case in China, where the vast majority of judges who will be applying it are men, few of whom have any special training with respect to these issues). None of this is to argue for enshrining the institutions of the status quo, but rather simply to caution against abandoning them without thinking through the consequences thereof and of the proposed alternatives.

The views of those opposed to revising the Marriage Law are not without their own seeming inconsistencies that also are informative about the role law more generally might play. Their oft voiced argument — that law and morality are and should remain distinct — seems at best disingenuous and at worst to reflect a naïveté about the character of law and legal institutions that remains fairly widespread in the PRC (occasioned in part, one fears, by the suggestion both of the PRC government and of foreign legal advisors that the “rule of law” is neutral and transcends particular political choices). The 1980 Law itself represents a very clear set of state sanctioned choices about the nature of the marital relationship — embedding it, for example, in a set of rules concerning one’s responsibilities regarding parents, children, family planning, and the state that make it seem more a set of state policies regarding the family and the role of women than simply a law concerning marriage. The faith in the substantive law’s neutrality that seems to inform those opposing revision also appears to slight both the ways in which run of the mill procedural requirements necessary for citizens to avail themselves of legal protection may, in fact, be biased, consciously or otherwise, against those with limited education or financial means (who are disproportionately women) and the ways in which the morality of those charged with administering the law shapes its application, even in states with a rather longer and deeper commitment to the rule of law than the PRC. Indeed, in their opposition to efforts to recast the many vague general provisions of the 1980 Law in more precise terms, Li and other opponents of revision seem largely oblivious to the possibility of the Law’s opacity leaving considerable discretion in the hands of officialdom that might one day once again be utilized to limit the very freedom in marital matters they extol.
To highlight the tensions that mark the major positions staked out in this debate is not to deride the principal protagonists in a national controversy of near epic proportions for their lack of theoretical elegance. Rather, it is to use the debates to underscore the interdependence of different forms of freedom in contemporary China. As one PRC commentator on the marriage law debates noted, “in the 50 years since the founding of the New China, there has not been any law that has caused such a widespread concern from ordinary people.” And yet the constraints that continue to shape political discourse within China also took their toll here, limiting who played a role in these debates, their analysis of the problems at hand, and the solutions potentially available to them.

The debates surrounding revision of China’s Marriage Law were, indeed, widespread and candid. Over their course, national media devoted considerable attention to them, by all appearances engaging the citizenry and, in particular, a segment thereof — women — whose views on public affairs have not typically been regularly solicited. Somewhat unusually, a draft of the Law was published. And some of the criticisms voiced by leading players were as sharply critical as any that have been expressed in a sustained fashion at the national level during the post Cultural Revolution. Think, for instance, of Wu Changzhen’s depiction of a China in decline, failing its families (and especially their most vulnerable members) or Li Yinhe’s attack upon state meddling into private affairs as grossly harming the citizenry while being responsible for China lagging far behind the West.

The state’s indifference, if not condescension, toward women helps explain how these debates were able to achieve such public prominence and take on the character they did. Notwithstanding the significance of family and marital issues historically, central authorities did not initially view the matter of the revision of the marriage law as politically sensitive (at least in the sense of posing a challenge to the Party’s exercise of power) or even as particularly important, as evidenced by the decision to accord it a second tier status on the NPC’s agenda. Hence, with the regime’s attention focused principally on issues more seemingly directly political or economic, these debates were able to take on something of a life of their own — further fueled, it would seem, by what might be described as the tendency of female cadres to have a greater appreciation than their male counterparts of the gap between the state’s stated ideals and its performance. To be fair, by the late 1990s, the regime had come to have a keener sense of the implications of marriage law reform, as illustrated by the high-level attention accorded during the revision’s final stages and by its acceptance, in the amended law of the provisions concerning domestic violence and of the financial responsibility of the wealthier party to a divorce to support the less well off party (which was, no doubt, appealing to a government confronting a massive social welfare burden). Nonetheless, it is,
we would suggest, revealing that the authorities assigned the task of publicizing and promoting implementation of the revised Law to the All China Women’s Federation, as if it were essentially a woman’s issue, rather than enlisting the joint efforts of the Party, the State Council, the NPC, the Supreme People’s Court, and other major agencies, as has been the case with some other major measures. 110

As much of a landmark of openness as the Marriage Law debates may have been in PRC history, we can still see in them the constraints imposed by the circumscribed nature of political discourse there. Wu and Li are sincere and articulate figures — they succeeded, after all, in goading the NPC to focus more readily than it had intended to on marriage law reform — but the fact is that they are a part of a highly urbanized state approved elite and, most likely, would have been unable to retain the national public forum from which they spoke had they not been. Stated differently, it is hard to imagine poor rural women being represented by spokespersons appreciably closer to their own profile, given the degree to which the Party-state continues both to exert its influence in all manner of social organizations and to determine centrally who will speak nationally for whom on major issues. 111 It should, therefore, not come as a surprise that for all of Wu’s heart-felt concern for those left behind by economic reform and mass internal migration and for all of Li’s interest in women’s autonomy, neither side seemed as attuned as it might have been to the implications of the legal positions it advocated for tens of millions of their fellow citizens, especially in the countryside. 112

These constraints also show up, albeit more subtly, in the extent to the proposed solutions to the problems afflicting Chinese women identified in the debates centered on law. Most observers tend to take the emphasis on law as a solution to these and other societal problems in China as a sign of progress, and yet, one can not help but wonder whether Wu and others have placed so much weigh on legal change either because so many other avenues remain closed off. Baldly stated, it simply is not possible to advocate structural political change in the sense of arguing for the establishment of multiple political parties able to compete equally with the Communist Party for the vote of women or for direct elections through which senior officials might be held accountable at the ballot box for policies that consistently subordinated the interests of women to economic development. Nor is it possible to articulate solutions anchored in a rich conception of civil society, calling, inter alia, for more genuinely autonomous women’s groups or labor unions, or for a media consistently able to publish whatever it wants. Indeed, it remains enormously difficult even for those proposing use of the law as a prime vehicle for reform to speak frankly about the limitations that the Communist Party’s intimate on-going involvement in the judiciary poses for these very proposals.
More open and democratic political institutions in themselves are no guarantee of effective answers to the problems of spousal abandonment, domestic violence, and social disintegration – any more than law as such is a panacea. The history of marriage in the United States as insightfully sketched by the historian Nancy Cott, the political theorist Michael Sandel, and the legal philosopher Martha Minow clearly illustrates that such problems are too complex and the interests at play too variegated to be so readily soluble. Nonetheless, given the forces unleashed in China by the changes described in this chapter, one hopes that that nation’s citizenry will soon have before it the institutions that would enable it to have even fuller discussions both of the many possible meanings of freedom in the familial context and of the daunting task of reconciling different conceptions of freedom and their interplay with other core values.
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